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INTRODUCTION
⩥ The leather product sample development process consumes more

amount of time than the production process of the same season
and it needs to be undertaken with special attention and
importance to standardize the sample development process in the
leather product manufacturing sector.

⩥ There are many styles and articles takes place in every season
and those leather product sample development can proceeds with
only four different categories.

⩥ To determine the solutions of causes by the technical
representation of the fishbone(Ishikawa) diagram, so the problems
can be visualized, diagnosed and resolved through industrial
engineering techniques.

⩥ By considering the four different categories of sample
development process enable us to provide the time to create value
added activities as supportive measures in production process.
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4 Categories IN 
SAMPLE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

1

2

3

4

MODIFICATION IN 
EXISTING STYLE 

DESIGN
In this category, the article can 

starts from review sample. 

CARRY-OVER STYLE
In this type the samples can be proceed as 
per the request from the customer. Work 

study and method study are the constraints 
for eliminating the non-value added 

activities occurred in production process of 
previous season.

MODIFICATION IN 
EXISTING STYLE 

MATERIALS
In this category, the process starts from 

colourway sample. Only the material 
procurement consumes time. 

NEW STYLE
All the sample 
processes are 

necessary, this work 
starts from proto 

sample to the 
confirmation sample.



PRODUCT ENGINEERING & DEVELOPMENT
PED department develops the design of the product and also designs the sequential 

process of manufacture a product and it undergoes in two divisions:
Sample Process: Design of the product as per the customer requirement.
Tooling Process: This process is filling the bridge gap between the sample

development and production.



Stages of works have to consider on 
sample development and tooling process

PROTO SAMPLE

REVIEW SAMPLE

COLOURWAY 
SAMPLES

SALESMEN 
SAMPLES

CONFIRMATION 
SAMPLES

⩥ Determining the issues and difficulties in
each stage of sample process.

⩥ Planning and evaluation of the works of
the design and development activities. MODEL FIT 

SAMPLE

EXTREME FIT 
SAMPLE

PRE -
PRODUCTION

TOOLING
PROCESS

SAMPLE
PROCESS

⩥ Development of new methods, supportive
tools and measuring devices for the
production processes.

⩥ Streamlining measures for the
sustainability of the processes.



ADVANTAGE OF CREATIVITY IN 
SAMPLING AND TOOLING PROCESS
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➢ In Tooling process we can develop the value added

activities and it will supports production process.

➢ By considering the four different categories of the

sample development we can save and utilizes time

initiate new methodologies and it will provide the

efficacy in production,

ADVANTAGES:

✓ Minimization in work force

✓ Minimizing the operational process

✓ Supportive measures for production



trial made in a leather product manufacturing industry

⩥ The work has trialed in M/s Ramjee
Leathers and Supplies, Chennai. A
leather garments manufacturing
and exports industry.
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Issue analysing methodology

⩥ The fishbone diagram is
a cause-and-effect
diagram that helps top
management and
managers to visualize
and track down the
reasons for
imperfections,
variations, defects,
and/or failures.



SOLUTIONS FRAMING METHODOLGY
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✓ The way which considered for determining the issues in the same way we can frame the solutions



Recognition for the work 
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